Real-Time GPU-Based Digital Image Correlation Sensor for Marker-Free Strain-Controlled Fatigue Testing
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Featured Application: Strain in material testing is defined as relative elongation between two points of interest on the specimen surface. Digital image correlation (DIC) is a non-contact method to measure this deformation without slip and without unwanted normal pressure on the surface of the test specimen—in contrast to mechanical extensometers. However, most DIC sensors require special sample preparation with markers and they are too slow to meet the recommendations of ASTM E606 for strain-controlled low cycle fatigue (LCF) testing, i.e., cyclic fatigue testing in the elastic-plastic range.

Abstract: Digital image correlation (DIC) is a highly accurate image-based deformation measurement method achieving a repeatability in the range of $\sigma = 10^{-5}$ relative to the field-of-view. The method is well accepted in material testing for non-contact strain measurement. However, the correlation makes it computationally slow on conventional, CPU-based computers. Recently, there have been DIC implementations based on graphics processing units (GPU) for strain-field evaluations with numerous templates per image at rather low image rates, but there are no real-time implementations for fast strain measurements with sampling rates above 1 kHz. In this article, a GPU-based 2D-DIC system is described achieving a strain sampling rate of 1.2 kHz with a latency of less than 2 milliseconds. In addition, the system uses the incidental, characteristic microstructure of the specimen surface for marker-free correlation, without need for any surface preparation—even on polished hourglass specimen. The system generates an elongation signal for standard PID-controllers of testing machines so that it directly replaces mechanical extensometers. Strain-controlled LCF measurements of steel, aluminum, and nickel-based superalloys at temperatures of up to 1000 °C are reported and the performance is compared to other path-dependent and path-independent DIC systems. According to our knowledge, this is one of the first GPU-based image processing systems for real-time closed-loop applications.
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1. Introduction

Strain-controlled low cycle fatigue (LCF) testing is widely used to assess the time-dependent inelastic properties of materials. ASTM E606 [1] defines a standard test method to acquire relevant stress–strain curves at constant strain rates $\dot{\varepsilon}$ and constant strain amplitude $\varepsilon_0$. The results are triangular strain cycles $\varepsilon(t)$ with typical cycle frequencies in the range of 0.1 to 10 Hz. For closed-loop operation, ASTM E606 recommends an accuracy of 1% of the full-scale amplitude, which implies at least 400 strain measurements per triangular cycle, or strain measurement rates in the range of 40 to 4000 Hz, depending on the cycle frequency. Mechanical extensometers achieve these measurement rates whereas CPU-based optical sensors with 2D digital image correlation (2D-DIC) are limited to less than 200 Hz or cycle frequencies of 0.5 Hz [2–6]. We did not find a specification of the dead time in literature although it is a critical parameter for PID controlled systems [7]. Because of the speed limitation, many authors use two different strain sensors within the same experiment: a mechanical extensometer measuring average strain for the PID controller at higher sampling rates, and an additional DIC system for other mechanical quantities like crack parameters measured in the spatially resolved strain field at lower frame rates [8–11].

An accelerated DIC system capable of both, average strain measurement at a frame rate in the range of 1 kHz and simultaneous strain-field measurement, would simplify many LCF experiments significantly, since only one combined strain sensor is necessary. As DIC systems work non-tactile, they do not suffer from slip between the extensometer tips and the sample surface which is in particular advantageous at high temperatures where materials become soft [12–14]. In addition, the sensors for strain, temperature, and the heating systems share the same surface on the specimen and might interfere with each other. Therefore, reducing the number of sensors does not only reduce costs, but also increases data quality. Last but not least, the DIC method also works in the micro and nano scale where other methods are far less applicable [15].

The most computation intensive calculation in DIC systems is the correlation between $n_T \times n_T$ pixel template subsets from a reference image and the corresponding $n_S \times n_S$ pixel search subsets from a measurement image. On conventional ‘single instruction, single data’ (SISD) processors, this step is of the complexity $n \log_2 n$ with $n = n_T + n_S - 1$ if fast-Fourier-transformation (FFT) is applied. Typical template sizes $n_T$ are in the range of 21 to 61 pixel and typical displacements in the range of ±1% of the free specimen length, i.e., between the fixed mount of the testing machine and the opposite end of the field-of-view. If this free specimen length is assumed to be three times the field-of-view, a ± 1% strain causes a ± 3% displacement in the image (i.e., ±60 pixel in a 2048 × 2048-pixel image). The minimum size $n_S = n_T + 2d_{\text{max}}$ of the search subset is defined by the template size $n_T$ and the maximum displacement $d_{\text{max}}$ to be measured, resulting in search subset size $n_S$ of 141 to 181 pixel. As FFT algorithms require $n$ to be a power of 2, $n = 256$ can be considered as a typical value. Many DIC systems based on CPU processors combine the solution for higher order shape functions implicitly with minimal size of $n$ by using so-called tracking techniques. They assume the differences between the subsequent images to be small, i.e., $n_S \approx n_T$, and reposition the search image according to the previous measurement [16,17]. Alternatively, the number of correlations in a strain field might be reduced by the application of differential techniques as suggested by Xavier et al. [18].

A common example for tracking strategies is the inverse-compositional Gauss Newton (IC-GN) algorithm using the result of the previous image as initial guess for the subsequent one [5]. This approach proved to be very efficient for strain field calculation and 3D-DIC, i.e., for affine transformations, but it introduces a path-dependency in the sense that the result of the previous image influences that of the subsequent one. In a closed-loop system using the strain signal as feedback to control the force on the sample, such a path dependency amplifies the effect of mismeasurements leading to unintended damage in the sample. Therefore, path-independent implementations are preferred for due to their potentially increased robustness.

On parallel ‘single instruction, multiple data’ (SIMD) architectures like GPUs, tracking is not necessary because the complexity of the FFT is reduced to $\log_2 n'$ with $n'$ being the maximum of $n$ and
the number of processors [19]. For this reason, many publications use GPU-based DIC implementations to accelerate strain-field evaluation [20–23]. We use this acceleration to calculate the full displacement every time. This increases the robustness of the system, because an error in the displacement calculation affects only this single measurement but not the subsequent ones.

According to our knowledge, none of the existing GPU-based DIC systems is used for strain-controlled applications. A comparable application is particle image velocity (PIV) measurement where a GPU-based system with $2048 \times 1024$ pixel images was evaluated in real-time at a frame rate of up to 220 Hz [24]. Other authors used specialized cameras with SIMD processing elements integrated into the circuitry of the image sensor reaching frame rates of 1 to 14 kHz at resolutions of $128 \times 128$ to $176 \times 144$ pixel images for closed-loop applications in robotics and laser beam welding [25,26]. So, strain-controlled material testing can be considered as one of the first closed-loop applications for GPU-based image processing systems. In particular, latency times are hardly reported for such systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we discuss details of the sensor setup and the integration into a materials testing site. Afterwards, the real-time DIC implementation on the GPU-based system is described followed by a performance assessment. In the next section, some strain-controlled materials testing results are presented followed by a final discussion. Table 1 lists the important quantities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\epsilon$</th>
<th>Mechanical Strain</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>Correlation Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_0$</td>
<td>Strain amplitude</td>
<td>$n_T$</td>
<td>Template subset size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{\varepsilon}$</td>
<td>Strain rate</td>
<td>$n_S$</td>
<td>Search subset size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Mechanical stress</td>
<td>$p(u,v)$</td>
<td>Polynomial fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{row}(i)$</td>
<td>Standard deviation of row $i$</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>the correlation peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l(i,j)$</td>
<td>Image intensity</td>
<td></td>
<td>Subset position in focal plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C(u,v)$</td>
<td>Correlation intensity</td>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Search subset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Template subset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_0$</td>
<td>Extensometer base length</td>
<td>$u, v$</td>
<td>Correlation image coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta l$</td>
<td>Elongation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sensor Setup and Integration into Materials Testing Setup

The aim was to design an optical strain measurement system replacing mechanical extensometers with a strain measurement rate above 1 kHz and with low latency. It should be compatible to standard material testing equipment like an Instron 8862 LCF testing machine and an Instron 8800 PID controller. The latter one requires an analogue 0–10 V elongation signal $\Delta l(t)$ with 5 V representing zero elongation with base length $l_0$, i.e., the initial distance of the templates on the samples:

$$\Delta l(t) = |\vec{r}_2(t) - \vec{r}_1(t)| - l_0 \mbox{ with } l_0 = |\vec{r}_2(0) - \vec{r}_1(0)|. \tag{1}$$

In this equation, $\vec{r}_1(t) = \vec{r}_1(0) + \vec{d}_1(t)$ and $\vec{r}_2(t) = \vec{r}_2(0) + \vec{d}_2(t)$ denote the xy-position vectors of the templates $T_1$ and $T_2$ at time $t$ within the focus plane of the lens, i.e., on the specimen surface. These positions $\vec{r}_k(t)$ are displaced from the initial positions $\vec{r}_k(0)$ by the displacement vectors $\vec{d}_k(t)$. So $\Delta l(t)$ is positive (or above 5 V) when the sample is elongated and negative (or below 5 V) in the case of a compressed sample. This vector-based definition differs from the one-dimensional one of strain in DIN ISO 9513

$$\varepsilon(t) = \Delta l(t) / l_0 \mbox{ with } \Delta l(t) = |\vec{r}_2(t) - \vec{r}_1(t)| \tag{2}$$

The main advantage of the elongation-based formulation $\Delta l(t)$ is that it can be calibrated like a mechanical extensometer using a digital dial gauge (Sylvac S_Dial Work Nano 2.5 mm [27]). As shown in Figure 1 the sample surface is recorded by a high-resolution telecentric lens with a 1:1 magnification (VS-THV1-110/S) on a fast CameraLink camera (Basler ACE 2040-25 gm). The working distance is 110 mm and the resulting field-of-view $11.2 \times 1.4 \text{ mm}^2$. The telecentric lens is required in 2D-DIC systems to avoid any changes in magnification caused by movements of the sample surface along the optical axis [28]. A blue LED illumination with 2.5 W electrical power is coupled coaxially into the lens enabling reproducible image acquisition on cylindrical surfaces with an exposure time below 0.5 milliseconds. For high temperature measurements, a filter is integrated into the telecentric lens to block the blackbody radiation from the hot specimen surface. The image data is transferred to a PC using a CameraLink frame grabber (National Instruments PCIe-1433) with a speed of 680 MB/s. In order to achieve a frame rate of 1.2 kHz, the original image size of 2040 $\times$ 2040 pixel was reduced to 2040 $\times$ 256 pixel. The images are acquired by the CPU (Intel Xeon E5-1620 v4 equipped with 16 GB of DDR4-2133MHz RAM) from which the relevant subsets are transferred to the GPU (Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 with 8GB of dedicated memory) for displacement calculations using zero-normalized cross-correlation ZNCC [16]. The correlation results are copied back to the CPU where the elongation is calculated and converted in to an analogue voltage. This signal is transmitted using a National Instruments PCIe-6321 IO-board.

Figure 1. Functional diagram of the closed-loop system. The digital image correlation (DIC) system delivers an analogue elongation signal so that it directly replaces a mechanical extensometer.

The algorithms were implemented using the C++ compiler shipped with Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 in combination with CUDA 8.0 programming SDK for the Nvidia GPU. The operating system was Microsoft Windows 7 64 Bit.

Figure 2 shows an image of the measurement head and an hourglass specimen mounted in a testing machine. Typical images recorded by this setup on polished hourglass specimen and the corresponding marker-free correlation images are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 2. Image of the DIC measurement head and of a polished specimen in a servo-hydraulic testing machine. The red crosses mark the template positions $\vec{r}_k$ within the field-of-view.

Figure 3. Example images from a nickel-base superalloy (René 80) specimen: reference image (a) with template subsets $T_k$, measurement image (b) with search subsets $S_k$, zero-normalized cross-correlation results $C_k$ (c), and enlarged 3D graph of the right correlation peak (d). The images on the left (full size $2040 \times 256$ pixel) are split at the broken line.

2.2. Real-Time DIC Implementation

The starting point of the DIC algorithm implementation in C++/CUDA was the Matlab code given in [29]. However, this reference code uses the common aerial normalization, i.e., calculating mean and standard deviation over the whole subset area. For robust evaluation on cylindrical surfaces, all image subsets are normalized in a line-wise manner:

$$\hat{I}(i,j) = \sum_{i \in \text{rows}} \sum_{j \in \text{cols}} \frac{I(i,j) - \bar{I}_{\text{row}}(i)}{\sigma_{\text{row}}(i)} \quad (3)$$

With $I(i,j)$, $\hat{I}(i,j)$, $\bar{I}_{\text{row}}(i)$ and $\sigma_{\text{row}}(i)$ denoting the acquired pixel intensity, normalized intensity, average row intensity, and row standard deviation of either the template or the search image subsets, respectively. The indices $i$ and $j$ indicate the rows and columns within the template or search subsets. This normalization compensates the strong intensity drop with increasing angle of incidence which is in particular advantageous on polished cylindrical samples. Therefore, besides a well-adapted camera-lens combination, this normalization is a crucial step towards marker-free DIC measurements on polished surfaces. The normalized cross-correlation coefficient $C_k(u,v)$ is calculated in Fourier space from the normalized and zero-padded template $\hat{T}_k$ from the reference image and search subsets $\hat{S}_k$

$$C_k(u,v) = \text{FFT}^{-1} \left\{ \text{FFT}(\hat{S}_k)^* \cdot \text{FFT}(\hat{T}_k) \right\} \quad (4)$$

In this equation, $u$ and $v$ denote row and column indices within the $n \times n$ pixel correlation result and $k$ quantifies the template and search subsets within reference and search image (see Figure 3); the * denotes the complex conjugate. As it is normalized to the range of $-1$ to $1$, values of $C_k(u,v)$ near 1
indicate lag positions \( (u, v) \) of great similarity between template and search subset, whereas values around zero indicate no similarity. Therefore, the maximum value \( C_{k, \text{max}}(u_0, v_0) \) marks the position \( (u_0, v_0) \) of the template pattern with the accuracy of one pixel. However, the shape of the peak around the maximum is a direct consequence of the point-spread function of the optical system which means that it can be assumed as a constant pattern sampled by the image sensor [30]. This assumption leads to a subpixel evaluation of the peak position by fitting a polynomial \( p(u, v) \) to the \( 3 \times 3 \) neighborhood of the maximum correlation at \( (u_0, v_0) \)

\[
p(u, v) = a_0 + a_1 u + a_2 v + a_3 uv + a_4 u^2 + a_5 v^2
\]  

One can also motivate this approach as a two-dimensional Taylor expansion of the peak. The coefficients \( a_l \) correspond to the weighted derivatives and the subpixel-accurate peak position \( (u_{\text{max}}, v_{\text{max}}) \) to the maximum of the fitted polynomial. The difference of the values \( (u_{\text{max}}, v_{\text{max}}) \_k \) for the position of template \( k \) acquired at time \( t \) yields the displacement with subpixel accuracy. The position vector \( \vec{r}_k(t) \) is consequently calculated from the initial position \( \vec{r}_k(0) \), i.e., the center of the template \( T_k \), plus the displacement \( \vec{d}_k(t) \):

\[
\vec{r}_k(t) = \vec{r}_k(0) + \vec{d}_k(t) \quad \text{with} \quad \vec{d}_k(t) \equiv \left( \begin{array}{c} u_{\text{max}} \\ v_{\text{max}} \end{array} \right)_k(t) - \left( \begin{array}{c} u_{\text{max}} \\ v_{\text{max}} \end{array} \right)_k(0).
\]  

This algorithm is a rather straightforward implementation of the DIC problem sometimes referred to as fast Fourier transform-based cross-correlation (FFT-CC). It is path-independent with deterministic execution time and complexity \( O(\log_2(n)) \) if Equations (3) and (4) are executed on the GPU. Equation (5) describes a zero-order shape function measuring translation and disregarding shear and rotation—which is sufficient for 2D-DIC systems and typical fatigue strains in the range of 1%.

Figure 3 illustrates these evaluation steps. Images (a) and (b) are examples of a reference image with the templates \( T_k \) and of a measurement image with search areas \( S_k \). The templates are positioned in the diffuse reflection area of the polished steel specimen. Although it looks quite specular, the surface exhibits a periodical structure caused by the polishing process. The cross-correlation results \( C_k \) are given in image (c). The polishing structures cause some periodic noise, but on top there is a significant correlation peak originating from the incidental microstructure, i.e., the non-periodic patterns. On all investigated samples (steel, aluminum and nickel-base superalloys), this peak was sufficient for tracking the \( 3 \times 3 \) pixel neighborhood enlarged in image (d) using a polynomial as given in Equation (5). Therefore, no further surface treating like the application of marker structures was necessary.

3. Results

3.1. Processing Time and Latency for Closed-Loop Control

To test the system’s performance, the average processing time of 1000 images in memory was measured for two subsets per image. To get the processing time for different steps, these steps were commented out measuring the difference in processing time. Figure 4 shows the result of the performance test for different correlation sizes \( n \) measured for each processing step as described above. As soon as an image is acquired, CPU and GPU have to be synchronized by transferring the image subsets. In the second step, each subset is normalized on the GPU according to Equation (3). The third step covers Equation (4): the multiplication of the FFT transform of each search subset \( \hat{S}_k \) with the transformed image of the corresponding template subset \( \hat{T}_k \) from the first image and inverse FFT to obtain the cross-correlation result \( C_k \) shown in Figure 3c. The final step comprises copying the \( 3 \times 3 \) pixel neighborhood of \( C_{k, \text{max}}(u_0, v_0) \) back to the CPU and doing the subpixel-evaluation of the peak position according to Equations (5) and (6). The elongation \( \Delta l \) between the two subsets is transformed
into an analogue 0–10 V signal for the PID controller. All processing times given in Figure 4 are average processing times measured for 1000 images.

The processing times shown in Figure 4 are well below 800 microseconds, so they can be executed synchronously in a single thread running parallel to a second thread acquiring images from the camera with 1.2 kHz. Therefore, the latency of the system is the sum of the acquisition time for the camera image, the processing time given in Figure 4 and some latency for the DMA transfer to the analogue output. This assumption was confirmed by measuring the latency between the camera trigger signal and the analogue output with an oscilloscope. The result were 1.4 milliseconds for externally triggered image acquisition and 0.6 milliseconds for image processing. The resulting average dead time of the strain measurement is below 2 milliseconds.

Another important observation in Figure 4 is that the processing times rise only slowly with correlation size \( n \). For example, the total processing time for two subsets rises from 276 to 391 microseconds when the correlation size increases from \( 32 \times 32 \) to \( 256 \times 256 \) pixel because the synchronization of CPU and GPU as well as the organization on the GPU causes some significant overhead whereas the processing time is rather low. This makes it efficient on GPU-based systems to increase the search subset size \( n_S \) instead of introducing additional algorithms for tracking. As discussed above, this increases the measurement robust against occasional mismeasurements.

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4.** Performance test results processing two subsets per image. The height of the bars gives the total processing time for two subsets per image, the numbers within each field give the processing time for each step in microseconds.

### 3.2. Comparison to Mechanical Extensometer

In this section, the application of the developed measurement system is shown. For this purpose, tests were done with different materials under force control and closed-loop condition using a servo-hydraulic testing machine Instron 8502. Figure 5 shows the optically measured strain signal in comparison with the strain measured by a tactile extensometer (Maytec PMA-12/V7/1 [31]) for a force-controlled triangular cycle with a frequency of 10 Hz. The critical points for the closed-loop control in strain-controlled experiments are the turning points where the strain rate \( \varepsilon \) changes from positive to negative and vice versa. The optical sensor shows less noise than the mechanical sensor and pretty smooth transitions. Apparently, the bandwidth of the system is limited by the mechanics, not by the strain sensor measuring only 120 strain values per cycle—less than 400 as recommended by ASTM E606.

As the system works marker-free, a calibrated digital dial gauge (Sylvac S_Dial Work Nano 2.5 mm [27]) was used to measure absolute elongation values. They were found to be in the range of ±0.5 micrometers, like the mechanical extensometer (Maytec PMA-12/V7/1 [31]). However, the
calibration accuracy of the gauge was 0.38 micrometer ($1\sigma$). Therefore, the reproducibility of the elongation was measured in a ‘zero-strain-test’ where the specimen is moved without load. In this case, the reproducibility of the strain measurement was found to be in the range of $10^{-5}$ ($1\sigma$) with maximum and minimum in a range of $\pm 3 \times 10^{-5}$ [32]. So the measurement accuracy can be considered similar to the mechanical extensometer or optical ones based on IC-GN [5].

![Graph](image)

Figure 5. Force-controlled test on austenitic steel 1.4550 at room temperature with a 10 Hz triangular force-controlled cycle. The optical system (red curve) resolves the turning points as well as the tactile mechanical extensometer (black curve).

3.3. Strain-Controlled Testing

To ensure the applicability for high temperature material testing, a strain-controlled test was performed on nickel-base alloy René 80 at temperatures from 20 °C to 1000 °C. Stress–strain hysteresis combined with the change of the specimen surface are given in Figure 6. One recognizes the decreasing slopes of the curves corresponding to the decreasing elastic modulus of the material at increasing temperature. Near 1000 °C, the material becomes very soft and the stress–strain curves somehow deformed. This is not an artifact of the marker-free measurement, because similar behavior was observed after the application of markers.

![Graph](image)

Figure 6. Strain-controlled test on nickel-base alloy René 80 at different temperatures from room temperature to 1000 °C. The specimen surface changes with increasing temperature.
Dependent on the material chemical composition, some materials tend to form oxide layers on the surface at high temperatures, which can adversely affect the surface structure and thus the correlation quality. In Figure 6, the surface becomes darker with temperature increasing from room temperature to about 800 °C. This darkening is compensated by the normalization in Equation (3), making the correlation results comparable in this regime. At 1000 °C, oxidation is observable altering the specimen surface. The oxide itself was stable and the surface structure sufficient for marker-free measurements, but the altered structure is not comparable to that below 800 °C by correlation.

We also repeated the marker-free measurements from Figure 6 with a second speckle-painted sample as it is frequently used in DIC. Figure 7 shows stress–strain diagrams from both samples measured at 800 °C together with the corresponding camera images. The camera images of the marker-free measurement show a higher dynamics in vertical directions than the speckle-painted ones (Figure 7, right side). However, this dynamics in vertical direction is compensated by the line-wise normalization given in Equation (3). The camera we used has a dynamic range of 10 Bit (60 dB) which we found sufficient for measurements of ±20 degree from the specular reflex. As the inset shows, the noise was generally lower in the marker-free measurements. The reason for this noise reduction might be that the microstructure of sample exhibits structures on a broad range of spacial frequencies which is only limited by the resolution of the optics. So, the spectrum of these structures is closer to white noise than that of the speckle-painted structures despite their enlarged contrast. As a figure of merit, Young’s modulus $E$ was calculated for both measurements. With 162 GPa for the marker-free and 163 GPa for the speckle-painted measurement, it was quite similar. The algorithm described above works for both, marker-free and speckle painted samples.

![Figure 7. Left: Strain-controlled stress–strain diagrams of a marker-free and a speckle-painted Rene80 samples. The inset shows the noise of both measurements. Right: Camera images from the marker-free sample 1 (top) and the speckle-painted sample 2 (bottom).](image)

Classical strain-controlled fatigue tests with a duration of over 20 h were conducted to prove the stability of the system. Figure 8 shows the stress response of two experiments with identical conditions. It can be observed, that the resulting stress maxima are nearly the same. The cyclic loading of the specimen leads to crack initiation and crack propagation and thus to a reduction of the cross section which result in a stress drop at the end of the experiment. These cracks are often characterized by full-field strain measurements.

Even if the shapes of the samples were similar, their surfaces however can differ greatly. Either by the manufacturing or by the machining process. Measurements on turned, polished, scratched, painted, and oxidized specimen surfaces showed good and reliable results.
3.4. Real-Time Strain-Field Measurement

Although the system is optimized for strain-controlled testing, it also allows for real-time strain-field measurement with a large number of subsets $T_k$ per image. Figure 9 shows an example measurement with 2500 subsets per image taken at the end of an LCF test after cracks appeared. As the trial was strain-controlled, it was straightforward to compare the image at maximum and minimum strain of $\varepsilon = \pm 1\%$ within the same cycle.

Due to path-independency, it was possible to compare the minimum and maximum load images directly without need for the intermediate images at a correlation rate of 25 kHz or 10 full-field strain images per second. This rise in the correlation rate from 10 kHz in strain-controlled mode to 25 kHz because CPU and GPU are synchronized less frequently. If local strain is measured with a base length


\[ l_0 = 0.2 \text{ mm}, \] cracks become clearly visible, as indicated by the green line. The line ends are the center positions of the two ROIs for mean strain measurement in strain control mode. The green line in the upper graph shows the image of the local strain profile given below. Obviously, there is a significant peak where the green line crosses crack 2.

This shows that the system should be good base for real-time extraction of crack parameters in future implementations. In particular, strain-field measurement can be combined with strain-control to extract strain-field at minimum and maximum load in real-time. This means that the system does not only replace the mechanical extensometer and the optical strain-field measurement, it also adds some synergy by ‘load synchronized measurement’.

4. Discussion

4.1. Sampling Rate and Processing Speed

This article reports a 2D-DIC system especially optimized for strain-controlled LCF testing. This closed-loop control application requires a high sampling rate above 1 kHz and a low latency in the range of a few milliseconds. Both requirements are quite hard to meet for image processing systems. Robustness is an issue because a small number of mismeasurements can already cause critical fluctuations in the feedback signal leading to specimen failure. On the other hand, the deformations of the specimen at LCF is rather small—in the range of 1%—so that rotation and shear deformations are negligible. To achieve a low latency, we chose a ‘fast and simple’ FFT-CC implementation neglecting shear and rotation, because it does not require iterative calculations like the more common IC-GN algorithm. As strain-control requires only a minimum of two measurement positions per image, the FFT-CC approach allows for a fast and path-independent implementation if the search field size \( n_S = n_T + 2d_{max} \) is sufficient to measure the maximum displacement \( d_{max} \) in a single step. Here, the FFT-CC approach benefits in particular from the GPU architecture where the FFT calculation is of the complexity \( O(\log_2(n)) \). IC-GN, on the contrary, relies on a good initial guess, which is good if temporal or spatial neighborhood can be exploited—like in typical strain field applications with small displacement steps between subsequent images.

To quantify these effects, Table 2 compares these parameters for some fast 2D-DIC implementations. Pan et al. [33] published a highly speed-optimized CPU implementation based on the IC-GN algorithm processing almost 30,000 template subsets of 21 \( \times \) 21 pixel in 0.685 s—which corresponds a processing rate of 44 kHz. As the system is CPU-based, this processing rate varies strongly with template size. For 61 \( \times \) 61 pixel per subset, the processing rate decreases to 7.2 kHz. A year later, the same authors published a real-time extensometer measuring four templates per image at a frame rate of 117 Hz, i.e., a processing rate of 0.468 kHz [5]. This decrease shows how much the IC-GN implementation exploits the neighborhood of the full-field measurement. This processing rate is quite comparable to the 0.6 kHz we measured for our approach without using the GPU. Wang et al. thoroughly studied different combinations of both algorithms implemented on CPU and GPU. Variation 2 was the fastest path-depending full-field implementation whereas variation 4 achieved the highest real-time processing rate in a path-independent way. Here, the path-dependent tracking increased the processing rate from 3 to 283 kHz.

The processing rate of 9.6 kHz that we achieved in strain-controlled mode is faster than the 3 kHz published by Wang [22] for the path-independent variation 4 and it outperforms the CPU-based real-time extensometer by Pan [5] by more than an order of magnitude. In full-field mode, the processing rate of our system increases to 25 kHz, but it might be outperformed by an order of magnitude if tracking is allowed. In contrast to tracking based systems, where the maximum displacement is only limited by the field-of-view, our approach has a hard limit for the maximum displacement \( d_{max} \).
Table 2. Performance comparison of different real-time 2D-DIC systems. Parameters marked with ‘-’ are not provided in the corresponding publication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor type</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>CPU + GPU</td>
<td>CPU + GPU</td>
<td>CPU + GPU</td>
<td>CPU + GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC algorithm</td>
<td>IC-GN</td>
<td>IC-GN</td>
<td>FFT-CC + IC-GN</td>
<td>FFT-CC + IC-GN</td>
<td>FFT-CC</td>
<td>FFT-CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path-dependent</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum displacement</td>
<td>tracking</td>
<td>tracking</td>
<td>tracking</td>
<td>97-pixel</td>
<td>112-pixel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of subsets</td>
<td>29949</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9440</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subset size $n_T$</td>
<td>21-pixel (61-pixel)</td>
<td>41-pixel</td>
<td>21-pixel</td>
<td>61-pixel</td>
<td>31-pixel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling rate</td>
<td>1.46 Hz (0.24 Hz)</td>
<td>117 Hz</td>
<td>30 Hz</td>
<td>1200 Hz</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing rate</td>
<td>44 kHz (7.2 kHz)</td>
<td>468 Hz</td>
<td>283 kHz</td>
<td>9.6 kHz</td>
<td>25 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker-free</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Latency

None of the other publications provides values for the latency although that is a very important parameter for PID controlled closed-loop applications. As the camera frame rate plus processing time form a lower boundary for the latency of image processing systems, it is obvious that it must be longer than the 2 ms of our approach in all cases. This is also true for the commercial systems by Correlated Solutions [34], Instron [4], and Zwick Roell [35] with frame rates of 250, 490, and 160 Hz, respectively. Unfortunately, none of these companies specifies the conditions necessary to achieve these sampling rates. In our case, the image processing adds only 0.6 ms to the image reading time which is quite at the lower boundary of what preemptive multitasking systems like Windows require without GPU. Therefore, there is no significant additional latency due to the GPU. Shorter latencies for image processing systems in the range of 0.1 ms require different hardware architectures like FPGA or specialized sensor-processor hardware like cellular neural networks [26,36].

4.3. Marker-Free Measurement

In addition to high processing rate and short latency, our system also provides marker-free DIC measurement on polished metals at a rather large field-of-view of more than 10 mm. This avoids a second disadvantage common for most current DIC systems: the need for specimen preparation. Besides the additional work, markers or speckle-paint can break or delaminate during the experiment. In addition, the markers have to withstand experimental conditions like high temperatures, and they must create unique patterns on a scale suitable for correlation. Characteristic surface (marker) generation is possible but requires certain experience and might not be allowed for industrial processes.

According to our experience with polished specimen from aluminum, nickel-based superalloys and steel, the incidental microstructure exhibits patterns on multiple scales which are well suited for correlation. Generally, we found the noise on polished metal specimen to be lower measuring marker-free rather than using speckle-paint, presumably because the incidental microstructure of the sample surfaces exhibited a wider range of spacial frequencies allowing to exploit the full resolution of the optics. Critical are periodic structures on the specimen surface originating from polishing processes because they create non-statistical noise in the correlation result. Their impact on the sub-pixel displacement measurement was eliminated by filtering the images with a Gaussian low-pass filter.

The reproducibility of the marker-free strain measurement was a standard deviation of $10^{-5}$ (1σ) and a maximum error of $±3 \times 10^{-5}$ measured by a zero-strain-test [32]. It is similar to that of IC-GN based system of Pan et al. [5] quantified by self-consistency using Poisson’s ratio. In our case, the camera resolution is larger (2048 pixel with 61 × 61 pixel per subset instead of 1024 pixel with 41 × 41-pixel subsets in [5]) and the subpixel-resolution lower (0.02 pixel instead of 0.005) which
might be an effect of the zero-order shape function. However, these values are not exactly comparable. Nevertheless, they give a hint because other references are hardly available.

5. Conclusions

This article reports a GPU-based path-independent video extensometer with two major novelties: First, it achieves sampling rates of 1.2 kHz, which is close to mechanical extensometers, and the analogue strain signal is generated with a latency of 2 milliseconds. Therefore, it is able to replace mechanical extensometers in standard LCF testing machines fulfilling the recommendations of ASTM E606 for standard strain-controlled fatigue testing with cycle frequencies up to 3 Hz. According to our knowledge, this is one of the first GPU-based image processing systems for real-time closed-loop applications. Second, it enables marker-free DIC measurements on polished hourglass specimen without loss of accuracy. As it is also able to acquire full-field strain images, this sensor combines most advantages of state-of-the-art optical and mechanical extensometers in terms of sampling rate, non-tactile and slip-free measurement, and full-field strain acquisition. Therefore, it simplifies LCF testing and it might trigger many new applications, in particular, if strain-fields need to be acquired synchronously to the load. It might also trigger industrial applications because the marker-free operation eliminates the need for sample preparation.
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